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Putting a competitive squeeze on a cooperative group has long been
considered to encourage cheats. Now we learn that competition, by
driving diversification among cooperators, can create groups that are
both more productive and more resistant to defection.Sam P. Brown
If you have ever misplaced a cup
of tea, you will appreciate the
impressive microbial diversity that
can accumulate in a rich and
undisturbed habitat. A still glass of
broth works just as well, as Paul
Rainey and colleagues [1–5]
reported in a series of important
papers. From an initial clonal
inoculate of smooth (SM)
Pseudomonas fluorescens bugs,
competitively driven genetic
diversification causes rich
menageries to emerge. Among
the diverse forms, a strikingly
cooperative morph routinely takes
centre-stage: ‘wrinkly spreaders’
(WS) work together to form biofilm
rafts that float to the rewarding
oxygen-rich surface. However,
these cooperative rafts remain
vulnerable to exploitation by
cheats. For instance, mutants that
revert to the SM condition can
prosper in the biofilm, reaping the
benefits of life at the liquid–air
interface, without paying any of
the costs of building the raft. As
a result they increase in numberuntil the biofilm sinks under their
uncooperative weight [1,3].
As recently reported in Current
Biology, Michael Brockhurst and
colleagues [6] have taken this
paradigm of sociality and shown
that continued diversification within
the biofilm raft can render the
cooperative group a far less
hospitable place for cheats
(Figure 1). In a series of compelling
experiments, the authors first
demonstrated that character
displacement through resource
competition evolved within biofilms,
mirroring earlier studies of character
displacement throughout the
medium. Taking these diversified
biofilm communities and
decomposing them into their
constituent monocultures, they then
showed that the diversified
communitieswere farmoreresistant
than their constituent monocultures
to exploitation bynaturallyemerging
SM cheats.
Unsuprisingly, the extent of
character displacement within the
communities of WS cells was more
pronounced in some experimental
replicates than in others. Using thisnatural variation among replicates,
the authors were finally able to
demonstrate that more diverse
biofilms were also more
productive, creating bigger
aggregates of WS-like cells.
Together these results show that
local resource competition can
create diverse, co-adapted
communities of cooperators that
are both more productive and more
resistant to cheats than their
monomorphic ancestors.
Why are more diverse biofilms
more resistant to invasion by
cheats? Brockhurst et al. [6]
suggest several possible
processes that might underlie
the resistance. First, character
displacement [7,8], by reducing the
extent of direct competition among
cooperative individuals, could
reduce the selective advantage to
cheating. Second, given the
presence of different kinds of
cooperators with potentially
different points of vulnerability
to cheats, it is possibly more
difficult for a single cheat to
effectively specialise on
cheating against this diverse
ensemble [9]. Third, the emergent
diversity and efficient resource
use within the cooperative
ensemble might leave little space
for any form of newcomer, be they
cooperators or cheats [10,11].
These three hypotheses are not
mutually exclusive — they might
operate simultaneously, and
are all worthy of further
experimental and theoretical
attention.
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Figure 1. Resistance of cooperators against defectors.
(A) A monomorphic population of cooperators C (blue) form a cooperative interaction,
as in a biofilm for example, which is vulnerable to exploitation by cheats D (red). (B) A
heterogeneous community of co-adapted cooperators (C1, green; C2, indigo; C3, sky
blue) are resistant against exploitation by cheats D (red).The impact of local competition
on the evolution of cooperation has
received growing attention in
recent years, with a consensus
emerging from both theoretical and
experimental studies that strong
local competition will inhibit
cooperative behaviours, by
increasing the selective benefits
felt by cheats [12–15]. The results
of Brockhurst et al. [6] do not
question this line of causality,
rather they add an additional and
opposing line of causality between
competition and cooperation:
strong local competition can lead
indirectly to more robust forms of
cooperation, via the promotion of
character displacement within the
group of cooperators.
Character displacement now
joins the ranks of mechanisms
that can promote cooperation by
reducing the potential or the
rewards for cheating. Unlike
adaptive traits of competitive
repression such as punishment
and policing [16,17], the resistance
against cheats following from
ecological diversification is
perhaps best understood as
a fortuitous by-product of an
escape from competition, rather
than an adaptation, and is therefore
less likely to be prone to problems
of second-order cheats that do not
contribute to ensuring group
equality [16,17].
Models of the evolution of
cooperation are often
characterised by an extreme
ecological simplicity, typified by
the study of the frequency of
cooperators in competition with
otherwise identical cheats (for a
review, see [18]). Brockhurst et al.
[6] break new ground by draggingthe study of cooperation further
into a community ecological
domain. In their experimental world
(and doubtless many others),
cooperators and defectors come
in different shapes and sizes,
and come together in even
more varied ways.
By integrating broader ecological
effects into the evolutionary study
of cooperation, Brockhurst et al.
[6] present an intriguing bridge
between cooperation within and
cooperation among lineages;
a bridge between sociality and
symbiosis. Their experiments
began with a single homogenous
population of ‘cheats’ (SM
P. fluorescens), progressed to
locally homogenous lineages of
cooperators (WS P. fluorescens)
and ended with a multiplicity of
genetically and ecologically
distinct lineages, entwined in
shared and symbiotic communities.
Rather than a condition-
dependent division of labour and
of phenotypic appearance as in,
say, single lineages of social ants
[19], Brockhurst et al. [6] observe
the emergence of a genetically
fixed division of labour, creating
robust and productive
communities. How often does
a fragile within-lineage cooperative
interaction give way to a more
robust among-lineage mutualism?
Whether by local diversification
from within an isolated community,
such as a sterile glass of broth,
or by accumulation from without
(that lost cuppa), a broader
community ecological approach
offers many important and relevant
challenges to the study of the
evolution and maintenance of
cooperation.References
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